WELCOME

Floom
The Marketplace for SaaS

THE TEAM

Robert Moore

Geoffrey Ji

MSc, Oxford, Computer Science

PhD, Harvard, Physics (ongoing)

Full-Stack Engineer

Full-Stack Engineer
Previously a developer at Palantir

Partner at Wavve.co as it grew
from $9k to $550k ARR

Building a SaaS business is harder than it needs to be.
Building the core product represents only 15-25% of the initial effort
Mark, the machine learning specialist,
doing everything else:

Mark, the machine learning specialist,
building a tool that removes the
background from images

Building a web app with:
User authentication
Customer billing
File Uploads

20%

80%

Building a marketing site
Setting up domain names with SSL
certs
Driving user traﬃc
Cold call sales
FB, Instagram, LinkedIn pages
Launches on ProductHunt and
Reddit
Customer support
Setting up Intercom

all of this so that a customer can pay $1 to
upload an image and have the background
removed

Thanks to the explosive growth of serverless development

WE CAN DO BETTER!
A uniﬁed marketplace!
Marks' Background
Removal

Simple seller API integration

API

Priya's Airbnb
Analytics Tool

API

Ava's Heatmap
Visualizer

API

Floom's API
Connector

Name your price with builtin customer billing and
subscription plans
No user-authentication
required
Built-in seller analytics
Chat with your customers

PRODUCT

Floom is Live!
Already a dozen products (developed in-house + four external sellers)

We keep a 10% commission on each transaction.
+ seller add-ons for analytics & A/B testing

TOTAL SaaS MARKET

THE "LONG TAIL"

OUR MARKET

$85B/year

$15B/year

$2B/year

Gartner, Inc.

Where overhead outweighs
cost of core product

Microservice-driven
architecture. Floom offers a clear

development

advantage for this segment.
Floom research

Nothing like Floom exists yet, but these companies make
parts of building a SaaS company easier.
Payment Processors

These payment processors force
developers to interact with a
complex API where small
mistakes can be costly

Cloud Computing Providers

Even with cloud providers,
developers still need to write the
code to build a web app.

Existing Marketplaces

These marketplaces are targeted at
niche audiences. Their existing
architectures and products make a
pivot costly.

Overcoming the "chicken and egg" marketplace problem

Seller Outreach

In-House Services

Strategic Partnerships

We already have partnerships
with wavve.co, remove.bg,
VocalRemover, and LogoLab

Targeting content creators
with one-click video editing
tools for social media.

Providing free(mium) products
for existing SaaS platforms to
drive traffic.

e.g. templates for wavve users

Product Reviews
More information and
transparency for buyers.

Targeted Blogs
We have published on Hacker
Noon and are targeting other
developer blogs with high
traffic.

Thursday Night Coding
A tutorial series targeted at
converting "indie hacker"
developers into sellers on Floom

We Are Looking For 18 Months
Financing To Reach $175,000/month
in Transactions On Floom

$400 K

500

$175,000

The Seed Round

products on Floom

transactions/month

Initial investment

avg $350/month revenue

$17,500/month commission

